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Collaboration Activity

Northumbria University

Dual degrees at both UG and PGT level with our European partners.

Summary of Gaps in Service (from membership
not individual universities)
•

At UG level we’re building this offer into Erasmus partnerships, so that students can opt for one
semester eramsus, or two semesters and get a NU degree.

Sector support service for coordinating
European partnerships & collaborations.
The challenge is that each UK HEI will have
their own approach to how this might work,
whereas a single position or a centralised
support function, would give a Brand UK
approach to this. Support is patchy there is a
need for sector input to create a service that is
fit for purpose.

At PG we’ve leveraged partnerships to deliver dual awards across Sweden, France, Germany,
Holland and Belgium. This allows students to get degrees from both locations, and to get
European exposure.
A multi-partner project where students can access an NU, Loughborough and European masters
in partnership, depending on what particular bit of renewable energy they’re interested in.
•
•

Inclusion of HE as part of trade, export,
industrial and economic growth strategies
Following on from this HE inclusion in missions
and strategic negotiations.
o For example TNE to be included in
Gov to Gov discussions and
agreements as part of a bigger
agenda, so that TNE is seen as an
investment. TNE is costly with no
huge financial return, so in key
emerging European markets it would
be good to look at negotiating a
knowledge management and skills
agreement that recognises the need
for host country investment and the
creation of appropriate support
mechanisms and systems to help
universities deliver that.

York St John University

York St John University and the University of Agder (Norway) – Twin cities
Following a successful Erasmus+ partnership between York St John University and the University
of Agder (Norway), York and Kristiansand city councils would like to develop our cooperation
further and become twin-cities. Last year, a delegation from Kristiansand (university and city
council) visited York and York St John University to discuss this new cooperation.

•

A service to help UK HE develop connections
with European businesses for research, skills &
curriculum development, placement year
programmes, internships and other
collaborations to underpin employability
outcomes.,
A collaboration with external Businesses in the
EU would allow export and economic
development, and help universities to develop
their students’ employability and
communication skills preparing them for a
global workplace.

•

If the UK choses to create its own Erasmus
model, help to create links to EU partner
universities and other partners for outreach
programmes (in the UK and abroad) – this
collaboration would allow potential students to
get an international outlook on their future
studies and promote international mobilities in
both countries

•

UK HE promotional events & showcases to
demonstrate the value of UK HE as research
partners, collaborative partners, and as a study
destination. Not recruitment fairs, innovative
showcases that influence the influencers,
highlight the UK’s continued relevance and
commitment to being a strategic partner and
contributor with the capability to deliver the
skills needed for the future. A roadshow
capable of replication in all the key European
countries. There is currently no UK branded coordinated promotional activity and our

York St John and Oslo MET (Norway) – traineeship agreement in Physiotherapy / Occupational
Therapy
York St John University and Oslo MET University have established a traineeship programme
allowing Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy students to undertake their placements at York
Hospital or Oslo MET University hospital. This project is available to students thanks to a fourway collaboration between the two universities and hospitals which welcome and support
students throughout their placement.
York St John University and Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (Germany) – Academic
collaboration between the International Centre for Community Music (ICCM) and their MA Music
and Community
York St John University and Vic University (Spain) – Academic collaboration and Erasmus+ staff
exchange between the Education departments.

competitors are already gaining ground by
having this presence.

Cardiff Met

In Wales there is an issue of parochialism, Wales has benefited from significant student / staff
mobility (inward and outward), mutual capacity building initiatives and research collaboration with
Europe under Erasmus+ / Horizon 2020 and earlier programmes of Tempus and Erasmus
Mundus, and even earlier under External Cooperation Window.
A new and innovative European-funded teaching initiative to deal with the problems of teacher
retention and learner achievement and engagement among student and trainee teachers, will be
evaluated by a team at Cardiff Met, using design methods to create lesson plans and is led by the
Kolding Design School in Denmark with partners from the South Denmark European Office and
will be measured by learner outcomes, once an agreed model for the implemented design
solution has been rolled out in teaching institutes across Europe.
Other design partners include the South Denmark European Office, Hogeschool PXL (Belgium),
Réseau Canopé (France), University of Turku (Finland), University College Syddanmark (Denmark)
as well as Cardiff Met.

University of East Anglia

Aurora – European partners from right across Europe looking at : sharing best practice,
inclusiveness, joint research, student collaboration, with a focus on student projects – j such as
joint sports events, and open-app (an app that is being developed to share student study
materials.

•

Study UK digital & social media promotion to
Europe – needed as they will now be treated
as international students, removal of ODA non
ODA funding restrictions to allow better
marketing and promotion of the UK to Europe.

•

Joined up messaging between government
departments to demonstrate a commitment to
Europe going forward.

Universities of Aberdeen,
Edinburgh, Glasgow

GET-SET-GO programmes 34 GETs supporting the teaching of German in Scottish primary and
secondary schools, feedback is they make a real difference both to the trainee teachers in their
global outlook and intercultural skills but also the children themselves who gain a more
international perspective. Working on a post Brexit strategy

Brunel

With non HE partners across Europe
Additive Manufacturing Project (SAM) will tackle the current European need of
developing an effective system to identify and anticipate the right skills for Additive Manufacturing.
An Erasmus + project

